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My Soul Looks Back in Wonder: Remembering Black History in
the Archives
Dorothy Berry
Introduction
It is a joy and an honor to speak with you all this morning. In
a year of remote panels and presentations, I must admit that this is
one I was quite nervous about accepting. Upon receiving the email
invitation, I immediately sent a message to my dear friend and
colleague Spelman archivist Holly Smith, asking for her opinion. My
issue was less that I was concerned about over-exposure (though I’m
sure you all will be glad to hear this is my last speaking event for a
while), and more about being sure I can appropriately speak to
Georgia archivists, as this state has born, trained, and housed so
many archivists and special collections workers who have influenced
my career, both formally through mentoring advice, and through the
equally important informal kinship of professional collegiality. There
are honestly too many to name, but in thinking of the work
colleagues like Holly Smith and Andrea Jackson-Givens do
supporting archival work at HBCUs, the educational foundations
Derek Mosley and Steven Booth received at Morehouse,
remembering the lives and work of the late, great Brenda Banks and
Pellom McDaniels III, I was personally struck and humbled by the
outsized influence Georgia archivists have had both in my career and
specifically in ensuring the remembrance of Black History in the
archives.
This is also a week when Georgia has been in the national
spotlight in new and, to some, unexpected ways. The Wall Street
Journal, The New York Times, The Washington Post: all sorts of
papers of record that traditionally haven’t paid too much mind to
Georgia are churning out think pieces on changing demographics and
voter registration. The state itself is inspiring national conversations
on building partnerships and dismantling barriers, as assumptions are
upturned in a state that is now more than ten percent foreign born
with an increasingly diverse electorate. A southern state with
outsized influence, and I will freely admit, I felt a bit nervous about
talking to my colleagues tasked with collecting, preserving, and
sharing the rich histories that led to this current moment, and the
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contemporary materials that will shed light on our moment to future
generations.
Reflecting on the theme of this year’s SGA conference, I’ve
been thinking about the ways we’ve been both professionally
disconnected this year and at the same time, exposed to more
opportunities to hear from colleagues across the globe than ever
before. Building relationships online is easier for some and terrifying
for others, but in this moment, it is all most of us have. Fault lines in
our historic practices that have focused, often by necessity, on inhouse, reading room service, have been made apparent as suddenly
all we can offer is what we have online, and what we have online is
often narrowly tailored by a stream of grants, faculty interests, and
low-hanging fruit. Building relationships and dismantling barriers are
a life’s work, but a firm foundation for that work can be built on
humbling practices of listening and remembering.
This year has led to a well-spring of panels, presentations,
and keynotes about Black history in LIS—I have delivered a few of
those myself! In planning to speak to you all, I wondered what I
could bring that would be new, fresh, exciting. I’ve recently been
thinking about the ways in which humility should serve a stronger
role in my own personal life, though, and that has spiraled into my
professional world. In the spirit of humility, I can’t say that I have
anything new, fresh, or exciting to share, or that there are not other
wise colleagues who are capable of bringing that innovative insight. I
do want to focus on two skills we can all hone to better understand
the work we do and the people it affects.
Listening and Remembering
Listening and remembering are two of the most important
skills we can have as archivists, but they seem to get short shrift. It’s
hard to boast about soft skills, and listening and remembering are so
soft they might not even feel like skills at all. We work to preserve,
conserve, arrange, describe—skills learned from years of experiences
and earned with piles of student loans. As our field becomes more
conscious about the ways in which we collectively have erased,
ignored, and devalued marginalized peoples’ materials, it is key that
we take that recognition and silence our own desires for permission
and absolution. A collective recognition that institutions with power
have ignored Black History provides an important space for those
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institutions to quiet themselves and listen to folks who have been
doing this work without recognition, and remember the ways that our
institutions have perpetuated others’ struggles. I am using collective
language to acknowledge the ways that I have been complicit—
perhaps you are not as guilty as I am, and this is not a particular
accusation. We can all benefit, however, from listening and
remembering, and looking for the ways we can let others who know
better take the lead in areas we have failed.
Listening
An advantage of remote work for me, a cubicle dweller, has
been the ability to listen to music while I work. One of my favorite
albums, one I always listen to straight through, is Nina Simone’s
1968 ‘Nuff Said. It’s a live concert album, recorded at the Westbury
Music Festival, on April 7, 1968—three days after the assassination
of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Live albums are always a sort of
archival revenant, primary source snapshots to a sound and a
moment. This record perhaps more so than others due to the tension
of a world-changing murder, and the first performance of the
heartbreaking classic “Why? (The King of Love Is Dead).”
The concert starts off more calmly, though, and it’s the
second track “Sunday in Savannah” that made me think about the
role listening can play in archival work. “Sunday in Savannah” was
written by Hugh MacKay, and before Simone put her spin on it, it
was recorded ten years earlier by Rosemary Clooney. If you listen to
Rosemary Clooney singing, and then Nina Simone, it’s clear the
songs are the same, the melody shifted slightly, the rhythm adjusted.
You might shrug off the songs as the same, though you’d be fair to
have a preference. Lyrics sites online would tell you the words are
the same. A close listen, though, brings out some subtle differences
that make the songs completely different. Rosemary sings:
Young Folks
Tendin’ Sunday School
They sing merrily about the Golden Rule
Parsons droning all the day
“Yea Verily” in the righteous way
Time to call on old Aunt Hannah
While she sits there wishing for her last reward.
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One more, Sunday in Savannah
Don’t You Dare Go Fishin’ Son
Amen
When Nina tells it, she sings:
Young folk
Tendin' Sunday School
They sing merrily 'bout the golden rule
Parsons preaching all the day
They all hollar in the righteous way
It's time for me to call on Mother Hannah
While she sits there wishing for her last reward
One more Sunday in Savannah
Don’t You Dare Go Fishin’ Son
Amen
The differences here relate to racialized faith practices, sardonic big
band singing versus referential Civil Rights era religiosity, but
noticing that requires you to stop and listen, really listen. Beyond
listening, they might even require you to do some footwork to
understand what it is you are hearing. That sort of labor requires
humility and respect, a dedication of time we too often feel we don’t
have to give archival subjects and the inheritors of their histories.
In my work theorizing and practicing descriptive equity, I
have often been greeted by grateful colleagues from various
institutions who say to me, “it’s so great you’ve done this work- we
had no idea what to do when we were describing this collection
related to race [or gender, or ability].” I always want to respond: Oh,
well what did you do that didn’t work out? Who did you ask? Who
did you read? We work in a world of control and authority and it can
feel as though, when those arenas do not have answers and we
cannot find anyone else we can recognize as authorities, the only
answer is to throw up our hands and do what we know isn’t best. I
am not at all making an argument towards perfectionism, in fact my
failings are ever before me. I am, however, pushing for more time
and space for listening, even if that means hearing things that
contradict what we “know” to be right, about history, about users,
about importance.
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Nina Simone had an unmatched ability to arrange an
otherwise banal song into something touching and timeless. That
arranging shifted the narrative of a piece and opened it up to new
listeners. We often think we know the stories we have to tell in
archives, we begrudge previous collectors for focusing on “old white
men,” we excuse our current practices by claiming to wait for new
hires with the real expertise to come and clean up our acts. This type
of behavior is often shame based, and fear based, but humility allows
for the radical vulnerability to ask “What do you see in this
collection that I don’t?” or even “What can I see in this collection
beyond what I’ve assumed?”
Some may hear this talk of arranging narrative and think that
isn’t the place of archivists, that it isn’t our job. I don’t relish being
the one to inform you, in that case, that that’s always been the job.
Every biog-hist note is a choice, every subject heading is a
judgement call. Judgement and professional norms guide the extent
to which we interpret, but subjectivity is the only option for those of
us who piece together history from whatever papers got left behind.
Listening also means keeping ourselves open to the
possibility that we may be wrong about what makes our collections
and our work interesting. I was recently asked to lead a section of a
GenEd course, and the professors asked if I could recommend a
reading to get the students familiar with finding aids. I made a bold
move and assigned the first half of Greg Weideman’s “The Historic
Hazards of Finding Aids” because I thought it would be interesting
for the students to not just think about how to navigate an
ArchivesSpace PUI (public user interface), but to demystify how
these creations came to be.1 When I mentioned to friends in the field
what I’d done, I was roundly razzed for assigning something both too
hard and that students would not possibly be interested in—only
archivists care about things like that!
The morning of the class, I was emailed a list of questions the
students had submitted in advance. One of them, I will never forget,
began “I’m immediately curious what Dorothy Berry’s stance is on
findings aids. In an age of digitalization and now remoteness, how
can we use technology to aid our work in historical research
Gregory Wiedeman, “The Historic Hazards of Finding Aids,” The American
Archivist 82, 2 (2019): 381–420, https://doi.org/10.17723/aarc-82-02-20.
1
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particularly of untold and silenced stories?” If you would have told
me that someone would say “I’m immediately curious what Dorothy
Berry’s stance is on finding aids,” I would have assumed you were a
psychic who could foresee future sarcasm. It never occurred to me
that I might have a “stance” on finding aids, or that that would be
something anyone would be interested in. The remote context
brought in a new possibility for students to engage with the material
outside of the physical barriers of archival space, but also outside our
all-too-common framings that we know finding aids can be
confusing, or we know it’s hard to search. What I heard when I
listened to these students was that search, description, archives were
deeply interesting—not just for their content, but the structures
themselves and how they affect what can be found. I have heard over
and over again this year that students have complex and detailed
insight into specifically how description and discovery affect their
relationship to history, and particularly to Black history. Their
potential engagement has been assumed not to exist, but once they
are invited in and allowed to say their piece, it’s become clear to me
that the undervaluing archivists often feel in the academy is not
always shared by the students themselves.
Remembering
Listening by itself, of course, has a short shelf life. In another
class, recently, a student asked me how I handle a moment when
there is a great deal of interest in Black history and culture, with the
knowledge that bubbles pop and that a lot of institutions will make
short-term investments with short-term memory. People without
institutional support, by necessity, often have to keep our long-term
memory ourselves. This has led to rich streams of ancestral
knowledge passed down both orally and materially, completely
outside the power structures of state institutions and universities, but
has also of course, led to forced forgettings and erasures.
Mahalia Jackson’s performance of Clara Ward’s “How I Got
Over” at the 1963 March on Washington for Jobs and Freedom.
“How I Got Over” is marked by the now famous line “My soul looks
back in wonder, how I got over.” Clara Ward’s sister Willa
recounted that the song’s 1951 composition was inspired by a
harrowing encounter in Atlanta, Georgia. The Ward Sisters were
successful performers and were passing through the city in their
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Cadillac, when they were attacked by a group of White men who
were enraged by their Blackness and their success. Their sister
Gertrude was finally able to scare the group off by pretending she
was possessed, spewing language and behavior that no one would
expect from a gospel- singing lady. Ingenuity in the face of terror is a
hallmark of those who have a will to survive when the world would
prefer they perish. We have to remember that whatever relationships
we build exist with the knowledge that we previously ignored that
possibility, whatever barriers we dismantle were not accidental, but
were set up with plan and purpose.
Regardless of archival erasure, there is nothing an institution
can do to make the past go away. There is a presentism in assuming
that value and truth exist in only what we can prove with
documentary evidence, and a deep privilege in using institutional
power to define what documentary evidence is. There is a hubris that
weighs documents differently. The memories I have of my
grandmother’s childhood passed down from her in old age are less
valuable evidence than if she would have written them down when
she was in her 40s. For decades, scholars impugned the value of oral
histories, because memory is faulty, while valuing contemporaneous
writings as though they were factual encounters.
Historian Stephanie E. Jones-Rogers skillfully calls out the
over-valuing of textual evidence in her book They Were Her
Property: White Women as Slave Owners in the American South,
when discussing her scholarship’s use of Federal Works Projects oral
histories of formerly enslaved people. She writes that:
Some historians caution scholars against relying upon the
testimonies of formerly enslaved people gathered in the midtwentieth century. They contend that formerly enslaved
people could not possibly have understood what slavery
entailed because...most of them were only children when
slavery thrived in the South… they suggest that even if the
survivors were old enough to have experienced their bondage
in all its dimensions, it was unlikely that they remembered
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details clearly...some seventy years had intervened between
emancipation and the interviews.2
At the same time, Jones-Rogers points out that many of the White
married slave-owning women she studies were unable to read and/or
write. For decades the possibilities of the past have been willfully
forgotten by scholarly demands for specific sourcing. This ideology
has affected our work as archivists, which is often, for strictly
practical reasons, tied to what papers we can preserve.
I am not, necessarily, making demands that we all become
oral historians, become interpreters, deeply identify as memoryworkers. I think sometimes we underappreciate the trainings and
callings that type of work can require in our attempts to see our
field’s future through more just eyes. What I am asking is that we all
work to adapt to the humble practice of remembering all the things
we don’t know. When we act as though our choices are neutral, or
our descriptions are objective, we are making choices. We are
deciding what will get remembered as true. Sometimes that decision
can feel made for us—scant evidence tells scant, possibly inaccurate
stories. Choose to hold incompleteness as a core feature of the
archive, and to remember that for every perspective offered in our
collections by an eye witness, there were other sets of eyes. Eyes
who didn’t write, eyes who couldn’t afford paper, eyes who lost their
records in a move, eyes who stored their stories in the attic and never
thought to donate to an archive. Remembering what we don’t know
and listening for the voices that are missing open up archives to longneglected histories that supplement our holdings with the actively
excluded perspectives that can welcome audiences who previously
felt ignored.
Conclusion
Humility is not a competitive skill in a tight job market. In a
world where institutions are rushing towards inclusion, working to
solve a long-term problem in a short period of time, activities like
listening and remembering may not feel compelling. I know I
2

Stephanie E. Jones-Rogers, They Were Her Property: White Women as Slave
Owners in the American South (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2019):
221.
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struggle with the urge to self-promote, to claim knowledge, to
establish myself as one to be listened to and remembered. Working
with history, though, means we have a responsibility to those who
came before us. We are in an agreement with those whose records
we steward to remember their humanity, and to listen to not only
what we want to hear from their records, but to what they wanted to
say! Remembering Black history in the archives can be more
ephemeral than ephemera. Like listening to a live recording, we often
only get a shadow of the lived experience. The subtlety and difficulty
make the work even more urgent, make rethinking our processes
from description to instruction more key, and make admitting what
we don’t know not an act of shame but one of optimism.

Dorothy Berry is the digital collections program
manager at Houghton Library and holds an MLS and
an MA in Ethnomusicology from Indiana University.
Through her work with Umbra Search African
American History at University of Minnesota, the
National Museum of African American History and
Culture, the Black Film Center/Archive, and the
Archives of African American Music and Culture, she
has advanced her commitment to expanding access to
archival materials through innovative digital and
physical methodologies that unite stakeholder
communities with their often-displaced heritages. Her
work focuses particularly on the intersections of
information science and African American history,
ranging from newspaper database research on the
earliest mentions of African American concert music
performances, to inventory design for the cosmetic kit
of Hollywood’s first Black woman makeup artist, to
exhibit curation highlighting transatlantic art inspired
by African American film.

